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1 Introduction -

Divertor physics studies turn out to he one of the most important tashs'1n fusion re

search using magneticall} confined plasmas. Ihc diverto1 is necessar}1 for dispersion of
the plasma power, for fuel gas1and helium ash co11t1'l,ol'fo1 reduction of irn]'1u1'it}r produc—

tion at the houndary and for screening these impurities i'rom the plasma core. Hence

"' detailed investigations of the plasma parameters and of the ion dynamics in the divertor
region and their modelling have high priority. '

Optical spectroscopy with high spectral temporal and spatial resolutior'1 1n dill'crent direc—

tions to the magnetic field lines'is a. he}! to deducing a. variety of these important dive1t'ol
paiamcters and 111echanisrns. The highlv resolved emission spectra are dominated 1.1},1

'. Doppler shift and broadening as well as h}.1 the Zeeman pattern integrated along the line
of sight. Hence, measured with high resolution, the spectra are -—-- in terms of'ion tem—
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11e1'ature and'ion drift velocity distributions — -a sensitive prohe for the'ma -1--lvna11-1ics.
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2 Experimental -
In ASDEX Upgrade the emission profiles of' several spectral lines are measured using high
resolution spectroscopy. 'I."here are 30 lines of sight in a suicidal plane. [1] and 44 lines of
sight viewing tangentially to the toroidal magnetic field, halfol' them in the field direction
and half of them opposite to it. “This scheme of sight lines is illustrated in Fig. is as
viewed from the top and in Fig. 'l h as aprojection' into a poloidal plane [l'or some selected
chords in Sector 14 of" BEBEX Upgrade}. rl"l1e_va.rions lines of' sight viewing from opposite
directions cover the area fro-1'11 the outer divertor tiles beyond the _X~poin't and thus allow
for probing of both sides of the X-ooint region. This special 111a.t-1'i11—lil~:e arrangement of
the chords was chosen to diagnose the ion d111'111111ics in the enter as well asin the inner
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divertor fan.
Quartz lenses and optical 1111-11-12. fibers are used to couple the light collected'aloug the
lines of' sight into the 1.5 111 Echclle spectrometer, whose s1'1e'ctral'1'esolul'.i11n is about 105.
The spectra are recorded h}! an intensified 2D CCU camera. For si111111'l.'11.11eous'data ac-
quisition u 11 to 313’ chords can be selected via hi1er coupling out of the T4 chords availahle.
For an unan'ibiguous 1letc1m1u111 ion of line shifts selected poloidal chords are aliiavs taken
as an internal reference.
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3 Zeeman Effect of Spectral Lines
he an example for a. measurement we show the Hel singlet line at. 56'i'.815 urn.
which has a simple Zeernan pattern and thus is suitahle for demonstrating
some characteristic features. In Fig. ‘2 the profile of the HcI--line for a radial
[poloidall chord (at is compared to a profile measured with a tangentially ori~
entecl {toroidal} chord viewing in the direction of the toroidal magnetic lield {h}.
While for the poloidal case the n—component clearly
dominates1 the tangential orientation is governed HeI at 881815 nm [# Mint}
by the two oncomeonents. rl‘here is no significant ,1. “1' perpendicular e. ‘ (afl

. . 3Doppler shift ohservahle for these Bel-spectra. The El. '3” ‘
lit curves ovr-rrlayed on the spectra. tvere obtained 3-?

I I II: " gby non-linear least squares fits to a. convolution of g 40.
the theoretical Eeelnan—pattern with the instrumen- '_ 3"
tal function and a Gaussian describing the thermal '3 _ L“ __L_

t u . WIN WIN $3130 55??? WWhroaderung. Fig. 3 gives the results for the paramo _ . . l
. . . . . 4m :ters of interest 11] tlus context as a funct1ou of time. H. m parallelfl, : (b)

The wavelength positions (relative to the poloidal E 53'” I ..fi
I 'H . I M 29‘}

case) shown in log. 3a for the poloidal and toroidal _@ m] 1;
sight lines from Fig. :3 are the same. within the error E ‘5’“ _ 3

, . . . .- . . “It
margin winch 1s mainly given by the pixel resolutlon "" m ‘
of the CCD camera. Similar results of the depeu— =_._'L______.__..__'_.._____._._._._.

. ‘ . ‘ 551m W39 eaten BEEN HEW

dence on the chord dtrectnin are obtained for the . wavelength [om]
magnetic field strength 13 (Fig. 3h} and For the ratio Fig. 2: Example m;- the Hot 5;”?n
of the tT~ and o~comp0nents (Fig. 3c). rThe mag- linc spectra. For a chord viewing in the
netic field strength values are 1n very good agree- poloidal direction (a) and parallel to
mcnt vol-h the magnct1c measurements. '1 note val the toroidal magnetic field {b}
ues and the n/oeratIo are used for calculating the '
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Emission prefilt‘

Zeoman-profiles ol' the other {ionic} lines

observed for the identical lines‘ot' sight

in similar discharge scenarios. As this

procedure is onlyF justified if the {spatial}
5 along the lines of sight

are similar, this situation is checked by
additional measurements with the hound—

my layer spectrometer [2} and the divertor
spectron‘lfltfll' [3] at ASDEX Upgrade.

4 Drift Velocities of Ions
In contrast to the atomic line l-lel the

ionic
the plasma bmnniarjfr show pronounced

Doppler shifts for the toroidal observation.
These ionic lines are, rag”— CH '(douhlet at
A as {558 nm}, Clll (triplet at it as ass um

and singlet at A s: 229.6%? nm), BII

(singlet at A :_345.l41 um}1 Bi'v’ (triplet

line at A a: 282.1% nm} and Hell (doublet

at A m 468.5 nm}.
Fig. it shows the {till—singlet line spec-

tra that were recorder! under high
recycling conditions (2 time ranges
in 51% SUE-ii: PM: m 2.9 MEI/35 it’ll-Ni

“fit. m ti-ltl15L Itfflfli'lflm'rn'a} for the
poloidal (h) and two toroidal chords (a. c}
viewingJ into opposite directions. The
shirts (relative to the average poloidal
position Ami} deduced from these spec—
tra are plotted as a. function of time
in Fig. Fiat clearly demonstr'ati'ng the
opposite Doppler shifts for the parallel

spectral lines of all impurities in

few

Hot at 661815 nm [e sees)
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ative to Ami}. (h) magnetic field strength and
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and antiparallel {to B) toroidal observation. These liloppler shifts result in [sight line
averaged) drift velocities on of the'order of 1.1-10” mls that are. given in Fig. 53h. rFalling
a Uzilion temperature oi about 5 e‘v’ obtained from the'Doppler width of the Gill—spectra
the corresponding Mach numbers are in the range of 0.4 + tl.li. It should he noted that
the ohservation volume is well above the high recycling region which is located close to
the divert-01' plates. the to compare these experimental results with model calculations
the clistril‘mtion of Gill—drift velocities along the a.p[.n'opriate lines-of sight (fora. typical
L—mode discharge with an = {5.1019 m4} was calculated using the BZEltNl—t code [4].
The tip-values obtained from this simulation and from the spectroscopic data presented
here (chord integrated) agree within about 50 “t.
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Due to the matrinulike arrangement of the lines of sight mentioned above. the spectra are
measured as a function of the radial position and time yield information on drift velocities
in both the outer and the inner divertor. By choosing appropriate chords it is possible to
deduce ion drift speeds to the outer as well as to the inner divertor plates. This. allows for
a comparison of the ion dynamics in both divertor areas. its an example. the BIL-spectra
{it 2-: 3615J1£11 run) of an olnnic discharge {# i193. fit- m 3.74019 nF'i) yield erg-values
of about .i.l-1[l‘I In/s (towards the outer divert-or} and of about 1.5104 rn/s for the drift
of 13+ towards the inner divertor weli above the divert-or plates.

These first esperimentai resuits clearly demonstrate that the determination of drift
velocities via the Doppler shift of emission lines is a suitable technique for investigating
the drift dynamics of impurities in the ASHEX Upgrade divertor. I
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